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Trentwood Fencing Ltd
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50 Appleton Road, Cumnor, Oxford, OX2 9QH
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https://www.trentwoodfencingoxfordshire.co.uk
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Contact Mobile:

07900 938061

Comments:
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Fencing
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:
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63

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
09-Mar-2022

Trentwood Fencing arrived promptly, were friendly and
dealt professionally and constructively with last minute
obstruction by a neighbour. The fence is high quality,
robust and smart.

05-Mar-2022

The service I received was excellent from start to
finish. Thank you

03-Feb-2022

I was very pleased with the quality of their
workmanship, attention to detail and consideration of
their customers

08-Jul-2021

Incredibly impressed with the high quality service that
Trentwood provided, from the fences themselves, to
the craftsmanship. Would absolutely recommend them
and will be using them again should I require similar
services.

05-Jul-2021

We had our back fence and gate replaced by
Trentwood Fencing. We were very happy with the
quality of the workmanship and the friendliness of the
team.

08-Jun-2021

We have have had just had some of the fences in our
garden replaced by Trentwood Fencing. We are very
happy with the work that has been completed.
Everything was finished to a high standard. Highly
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recommended!
19-May-2021

Excellent standard of work carried out efficiently and
with care. I now have a very good looking horizontal
fence which sits well above my wall. It is an attractive
addition to our garden. We now have the privacy I
wanted. The men solved a tricky problem taking
horizontal fence over existing garden gate, the finished
job looks attractive. Highly recommend

14-May-2021

Max and his team did a fantastic job from start to
finish. Max was punctual, reliable, professional, and
communicative. The materials are excellent. His team
were courteous and meticulous in their work. It's a
lovely job and we couldn't have asked for more. Would
recommend to any friend and will use again.

30-Apr-2021

I am more than impressed with the quality of the
closeboarded and post & rail fencing constructed
around my garden. The Trentwood team were super
efficient, tidy and most professional. I am looking
forward to the next phase of my fencing.

19-Mar-2021

Excellent workmanship, completed on time polite and
efficient service.

18-Feb-2021

Trentwood Fencing provided an efficient, friendly and
professional service. Kevin and Dave removed our old
fence clearing away debris and and fitted a new gate.
The fence and gate are functional, sturdy and look
great. We highly recommend Max and his team at
Trentwood Fencing. Thank you.

05-Jan-2021

A difficult sloping site 33 metre fenced without issue am very pleased with the result.

24-Sep-2020

Polite and professional, the team from Trentwood
Fencing Ltd completed the repair job, cleared up very
well. They also spotted a trellis starting to drop, went
the extra mile and secured it.

02-Sep-2020

Max and his team replaced a 100ft fence and gate for
us. Communication was clear. Fence has clearly been
put up with great craftsmanship and they left the place
spotless. The guys on site were lovely and even asked
if they could take a load of garden waste we
accumulated clearing the space ahead of time. Would
recommend for sure!

15-Aug-2020

Professional job with great quality materials leaving me
very pleased with the finish. Installed ~12m picket
fencing with 2 x gates. The fencers were great and
listened to what I wanted. They left the site nice and
clean. Would use them again.

08-May-2020

Very professional service. Friendly team and
competitive price. Arrived on time and were very polite
and considerate.

27-Mar-2020

8 fence posts given concrete bases making the existing
fence fit for purpose. Work completed within the
expected time scale - half a day - by 2 very skilled and
friendly guys.

12-Mar-2020

We had our 16m fence replaced and we were
impressed by the speed, skill and care with which it
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was done and the friendliness of the guys who did it.
Max also took a lot of care to source exactly the panels
we wanted. Excellent job.
26-Jun-2019

Excellent service, a top quality job done in a very
friendly and professional way. Trentwood supplied me
with 31 meters of 1.8m close board fencing and 2
gates. All old fencing taken down and removed,
everything cleaned up and tidy. I'd definitely use
Trentwood Fencing again. I can recommend them
without hesitation.

19-May-2019

The two men who'd did our fencing were most efficient
and hardworking. Also very pleasant to deal with. Good
company to employ.

22-Mar-2019

Fence given a new lease of life a week after accepting
the quote.

25-Oct-2018

Fantastic professional work. We needed a few fence
panels replacing, Max and the team were very reliable,
and offer very competitive prices. Will definitely use
them again in the future!

02-Oct-2018

Excellent finished job. Operatives helpful and able to
solve problems on site.

23-Sep-2018

Max, Tristan and Kev have done a fine job of installing
a 25m fence on my property. It wasn't an easy job as
there was a large tree on the boundary line, a wall and
a building. Despite these obstacles they installed a
high quality, solid fence. Their workmanship is superb
and they did everything they could to accommodate
the obstacles they found on my boundary line. I'd
highly recommend using this company if you need a
fence installed.

04-Sep-2018

The service we received was fantastic from start to
finish and the work was carried out to a very high
standard . We are thrilled with the end result and will
be using Trentwood's services again in the very near
future. I highly recommend them

23-Aug-2018

Work was done efficiently, on time and to an excellent
standard. All waste removed afterwards. They were
also very helpful and polite. All round, great.

13-Jul-2018

Was a bit worried the Fence might not be put up well
as I didn't know anybody that had used this company. I
needn't have worried. The person Trentwood used to
put up my fence obviously knew what he is doing and
was so pleased with the result. Totally recommend
them.

21-Feb-2018

First class professional service. Work completed in a
timely manner and to an excellent standard and
quality. Very pleased and would highly recommend to
anyone needing new fencing erected or replacement of
existing.

19-Feb-2018

Great communication, competitive pricing and high
standard of installation carried out. Would definitely
recommend and use in the future.

05-Jan-2018

Very efficient clean tidy and swift.

17-Nov-2017

Quote obtained quickly and very comprehensively
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broken down for us to see individual costings. Work
booked in swiftly and completed efficiently by friendly
workman. Looks great and all done with minimal effort
on our part.
01-Nov-2017

Very good responsiveness. Competitive and clear
pricing. Reliable and friendly service and good clear up
and making good after the work. Have used this
company several times and always been very happy.
Would highly recommend.

03-Oct-2017

Very professional and was very honest about the work
he could complete. Very quick tidy and great
workmanship

26-Aug-2017

Excellent company. All round positive from customer
service to quality of work. Would highly recommend

22-Aug-2017

Trentwood Fencing provided a supremely professional
experience combined with a competitive price. Work
was a residential fence on a difficult sloping site. The
quote was extremely competitive. The work was
scheduled speedily and Steve did an amazing job,
installing 13m of fencing in around five hours surviving
only on tea. A great job and site left spotless. Highly
recommended.

18-Aug-2017

We used Trentwood Fencing Ltd to supply and fit
security gates and fencing to our site. They arrived on
time, on the day we agreed, and provided a great
service. We are happy with the finished products, the
quality of the products and the service provided. I
would use them again and recommend them to others.
Fiona HAA

26-Jul-2017

Very pleased - good quality materials and
workmanship. Turned up when promised. Pleasant to
deal with. What more could you want?

19-Jul-2017

Trentwood Fencing erected a trellis in my garden. The
work was carried out to my instruction and could not
be faulted. I am very pleased with the result.

17-Jun-2017

Had quotes from a couple of different Oxfordshire
Fencing companies and Trentwood were able to
undercut them all. Max replied promptly when I got in
touch and honoured the initial quote. The men did an
excellent job - the fence looks great. They were
friendly, honest and professional. I am very glad we
chose to go with this company and I would definitely
use them again (although I think his fence will last us
for a long time!!)

25-May-2017

Did exactly what was asked and kept to the quote.
Were pleasant to deal with.

17-May-2017

An all round brilliant customer experience from the first
enquiry through the website, through to the final job
which was completed in one day. Highly
recommended.

03-May-2017

Fast, friendly efficient service from initial
correspondence to completion date (and invoice!)
Completed on the day I was told. Old fence completely
removed, new looks and feels great.
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02-May-2017

Trentwood was recommended by a friend and, as he
and other reviewers say, Max and the team were
excellent. We amended our requirements a couple of
times and Max quickly updated the quotes without any
hassle. The quality of the materials (for us, gate and
fencing) is excellent and installed by Max and team to
a very high standard. Just what we needed.

13-Apr-2017

Excellent Service

02-Apr-2017

Excellent

02-Mar-2017

We had an old side gate and fence replaced along with
a covered area built and a new front garden gate. Max
and the team handled the job really well right from
quote to invoice. The two installers were excellent.

08-Nov-2016

Trentwood Fencing has completed several fencing
projects for us over the last few years - all with
excellent results. The team are professional and
competent and we highly recommend them.

11-Oct-2016

The team were working at my mothers house in Oxford
and turned up and worked their socks off to produce a
great job. They were very professional with a good and
friendly attitude. My mother was delighted with the
quality of the work and the workmanship. Yes, we
could have got a cheaper fence but this one will last for
many years. I would have no worries about using them
again or recommending them to others.

02-Sep-2016

Professional job all round - highly recommended. Fast,
efficient, polite, competitively priced - a I now have a
very nice and sturdy looking fence.

13-Jul-2016

Trentwood was very responsive to email, answered
questions quickly and clearly, gave a prompt date for
the work and stuck to it, executed the job well using
good quality materials, tidied up afterwards, and did all
this at a competitive price. Happy to recommend!

05-Jul-2016

The service was very good

26-Jun-2016

Trentwood put up a new garden fence for us. Very
good job done. Max was very professional to deal with
and the job was competitively priced.

19-May-2016

I would highly recommend Trentwood. The quality of
work is excellent and was completed speedily and at a
fair price.

17-May-2016

I am very happy with the service received from Max.
He kept me well informed through out the process,
from confirming the order to organising a suitable date
and reconfirming the works the week before. The work
looks really good as well.

26-Apr-2016

Very pleased with the fence that was put in. They were
on time, did a good job and left the garden tidy.

16-Apr-2016

High quality workmanship and service. Would highly
recommend this company.

16-Mar-2016

Max and his mate seemed to know exactly what they
were doing. Got on with the job swiftly and cheerfully.

04-Feb-2016

Arrived on agreed date. Fence was high quality and
well built. Quick installation, friendly staff, removed old
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fence and cleaned up afterwards. Happy to recommend
to others.
16-Dec-2015
09-Dec-2015
04-Dec-2015

Excellent. Have already had our garden fence done.
Needed to attend to neighbour's fence to make secure
for our new puppy as weel as to replace a rotting side
door to the side passage to the house. Max and his
team gave excellent advice and completed work earlier
than originally estim,aged. All waste and sawdust
cleared up. Highly recommend them.

02-Dec-2015
24-Nov-2015

Excellent service from start to finish I highly
recommend trentwoodfenceing
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